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SQLGate is a lightweight client developed by Oracle Corporation that can be run on Windows and Linux. SQLGate is a client
application that installs and runs on your computer to connect to the database on a remote server as if you are connected to the
database locally. SQLGate is not a replacement for an Oracle client such as Toad, SQL Developer, SQL*Plus, or Enterprise
Manager. It is an independent client that is downloaded and installed on your computer. You can run SQLGate on top of the
database engine (Oracle Database or any other DBMS) running on the remote server. SQLGate allows the user to connect to
remote databases as if they are locally connected. SQLGate can be installed on the same computer as the database engine and or
on a separate computer. SQLGate is a free open-source client for remote Oracle databases. You can use SQLGate to connect to
Oracle databases from a remote computer, using a secure SSL connection. Connecting to SQLgate with remote Oracle
databases over SSL SQLGate supports the following types of connections: SSL Option 1: Locally Connected, using SSL Open
LDAP Enabled Install on local machine or other machines 1. Using the wSQLGate command-line tool, configure and start
SQLGate, as described in the “Installing SQLGate” section, “CLI Mode.” 2. Open a new command shell window. 3. Run the
wSQLGate command, along with the name of a remote server that uses the Oracle RDBMS, host, service name, port number,
and optional username, password, and database name. For example: wSQLGate -s remoteServer -u user -p passwd -db dbName
SQLGate supports the following connection options: Option 1: Locally Connected, using SSL To connect to a remote database
as if it is locally connected, you use the “Locally Connected” option. Option 2: Remote Connections, using SSL To connect to a
remote database as if it is locally connected, you use the “Remote Connections” option. Option 3: SSL/SASL/SQL/SQL*Plus
and CLP Connections To connect to a remote database as if it is locally connected, you use the “SSL/SASL/SQL/SQL*Plus
and CLP Connections” option. This connection option is useful if your local machine
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Feature Highlights • Use built-in functions such as STR, CHAR, LENGTH, DESC, and NEWID() • Use custom functions with
complex logic. • Use the Execute button to fire SQL queries directly from the tool. • Use the Execute button to fire PL/SQL
scripts. • Use the Execute button to fire PL/SQL functions. • Use the Execute button to fire PL/SQL stored procedures. • Use
the Execute button to fire PL/SQL packages. • Use the Execute button to fire TOAD packages. • An additional interface for
SQL logging. • Additional interface for transaction logging. • A data source console that runs in Web mode. • Control variable
(VAR) support. Installing SQLGate 2010 for Oracle Developer Please refer to the tutorial described in the Installation link
below. Make sure that you have a Oracle client installed before installing the software. System Requirements Windows
Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7 Developer Edition of SQLGate 2010 for Oracle Developer • Supported by: CompTIA •
Requirements: Internet Explorer 7.0 or later, SQL client software, and.NET Framework version 2.0. SQLGate 2010 for Oracle
Developer Download Download URL: Installation 1. Download and Install SQLGate from the Website. 2. On the Welcome
Screen, make sure you have the Oracle client installed 3. Open the application using the database from which you want to run
your scripts 4. Select Organize, Open the Organize menu item, and use the SQL tab to add the functions needed to your scripts.
5. Select Organize, Open the Organize menu item, and use the SQL tab to add the functions needed to your scripts. 6. Select
Organize, Open the Organize menu item, and use the PL/SQL tab to add the PL/SQL codes needed to your scripts. 7. Select
Organize, Open the Organize menu item, and use the PL/SQL tab to add the PL/SQL codes needed to your scripts. 8. Select
Organize, Open the Organize menu item, and use the TOAD tab to open the TOAD. 9. Select Organize, Open the Organize
menu item, and use the TOAD tab to open the 09e8f5149f
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Part of a sqlGateSuite™, SQLGate provides developers with easier and faster development of Oracle database applications.
From pre-release planning to application deployment, SQLGate offers a complete solution to simplify and speed up SQL
development. Key Features: * Oracle database functions and management tools like PL/SQL, SYS views, DDL and other SQL
tools such as SQLAbc, SQLHistory and SQLBrowser are presented as user-friendly interfaces for all users to use. You can
handle complex SQL troubleshooting issues by using SQLBreak and JDBCLog interfaces. * SQL development is easier with
the SQLDefine tool that allows you to define SQL structures and procedures. The SQLDatabase tool allows you to create a
database like an Oracle DDL and PL/SQL expert. * The SQLHistory interface presents your development history for
debugging and tuning. After you have created a database, you can use SQLHistory to test each version of your database. You
can also use this tool to generate and update database versions. * Get latest SQLite tools like SQLRestore and the SQLBase tool
to easily start a SQL database for development. Further, you can also manage SQL versions. * Net Login makes it possible to
connect to a server without installing any Oracle clients. * You can search and find the PL/SQL code stored in your system with
SQLfoucs. This tool enables you to check all the PL/SQL statements you have ever created. * SQLGATE provides various
functions to facilitate your testing and deployment of database applications, such as SQLDebugTest, SQLDetail and
SQLDeployer. * Plan your application so that you can construct database for users easily with the SQLPlanner tool. SQLGate
2006 for Oracle Developer SQLGate 2006 for Oracle Developer is a powerful toolset for the creation, management and
deployment of SQL applications. SQLGate2006 is part of a sqlGateSuite™, that offers various tools to develop, manage and
deploy SQL applications. SQLGate provides developers with easy and fast SQL development, and is a complete toolset to
create, manage and deploy Oracle database applications. With SQLGATE you will be able to: • Define database types and
structures; • Support SQL procedures and functions; • Generate SQL scripts, procedures and functions; • Manage SQL
databases; • Test, debug and update SQL databases; • Export, import, export, import and export database definitions for SQL
and SQL/PSM applications

What's New In?

SQLGate2010 for Oracle Developer provides you with an easy development and management for Oracle database applications.
It helps lower software development time with its user-friendly interfaces and various functions and thus increases efficiency of
your business. You will experience much easier work for organizing and processing SQL by using SQLGate 2010’s unique
features such as Organizing SQL and PL/SQL Code, Debugging, Tuning, and Query Builder. Moreover, Net Login allows you
to connect to a server without installing any Oracle clients. Get SQLGate2010 for Oracle Developer and give it a try to see what
it's all about! Top Features: - Rapid Access to Database and Objects - Newly redesigned, useful, intuitive, and fast interfaces -
Enable Net Login to connect and use SQLGate without installing Oracle Client - Simplified and Intuitive PL/SQL Code Editor
- Support all latest Oracle Database PL/SQL - Support SQLRewrite - Support SQLGate::New - Support
SQLGate::ObjectSamples - Support SQLGate::PLSQL - Support SQLGate::SQL_DIRECTORIES - Support new Oracle
Database 11G C Collections and Associations - Support Oracle Database 11G C Collections and Associations - Support Oracle
Database 11G C Objects - Support Oracle Database 11G C Objects - Support Oracle Database 11G C Collections and
Associations - New PL/SQL debugger - New PL/SQL debugger - Enhance datatype converter - Enhanced datatype converter -
New ORADATA Schema Assistant - Detect CRUD Requirements and Suggest for Database Changes - Detect CRUD
Requirements and Suggest for Database Changes - Support Oracle Database 11G C Collections and Associations - Support
Oracle Database 11G C Objects - Detect CRUD Requirements and Suggest for Database Changes - Detect CRUD
Requirements and Suggest for Database Changes - Support all Oracle Database 11G Collections - Support all Oracle Database
11G Associations - Support new Oracle Database 11G Associations - Support new Oracle Database 11G Views - Support new
Oracle Database 11G Views - Support new Oracle Database 11G C Collections - Support new Oracle Database 11G C
Collections - Support new Oracle Database 11G C Associations - Support new Oracle Database 11G C Associations - Support
for Oracle Database 11G Collections and Associations - Support for Oracle Database 11G C Objects - Support for Oracle
Database 11G Collections and Associations - Support for Oracle Database
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System Requirements For SQLGate2010 For Oracle Developer:

Windows 7 64-bit Windows 8 64-bit Windows 8.1 64-bit 2GHz Dual Core Processor 4 GB RAM 20 GB available hard drive
space 1024 x 768 resolution QIV Codec Pack QIV Codec Pack for Windows Requirements: Windows 10 64-bit Description:
QIV Codec Pack is a free audio/video streaming tool for
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